Jon: I'm concerned with the overabundance of the word "innovation" in our professional discipline. At CONNECTING '07, the theme was neither subtle nor convincing: Nearly every speaker talked about innovation (some better than others), yet no one over the course of four days managed to define the term.
I've recently done a mental inventory of the products, software, and services that I use and that I cherish. The items I hold dear to my heart are either one-offs (craft oriented and thus not in the realm of the innovation discussion) or refined and subtle (they are appropriate more than they are innovative). As we see a trend in society toward "slow" design (clearly juxtaposed with fast-food culture), the bloat of features and functionality that seem to go hand in hand with being new and different are dramatically misplaced.
On top of this, the majority of the companies that are clamoring for increased innovation haven't proven that they can solve the older problem of quality: I don't need more "new" and "innovative" features in Windows; I just need the bloody thing to work without crashing.
You do a lot of coaching and teaching companies to be more innovative. Why don't you get them to be more appropriate, or refined, or polished, instead? However, new ideas that have value-that can, for example, lead to greater appropriateness-can be generated faster via processes that have rigor.
Ethnographic research methods can be a key component of such processes, as can the involvement of multiple disciplines in ways akin to those Secil describes.
Sir Ken Robinson's amazing plenary at the conference spoke to this. Ken defined creativity as "the process of generating original ideas that have value," a process that "more often than not comes about through the interaction of different disciplinary ways of seeing things." However, according to Ken, our creativity has been systematically educated out of us.
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